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1. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-0616 
CASE NAME:  BRIAN HATCH VS.  STEVEN GORDON, DIRECTOR FOR THE DMV 
 HEARING ON PETITION IN RE:  WRIT OF MANDATE  
FILED BY:  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Hearing required.  Counsel should be prepared to address the following issues, in addition to any 

other issues they consider material: 

1. Was the issue of violation of due process as held in California DUI Lawyers Assn. v. 

Department of Motor Vehicles (2022) 77 Cal.App.5th 517,  waived by not raising it at the 

administrative hearing? 

2. Does petitioner have to show prejudice from the hearing in order to raise the California DUI 

Lawyers argument? 

3. Has petitioner shown actual bias in the hearing officer’s conduct of the hearing? 

4. Does petitioner claim that the officer did not have reasonable cause to believe that the 

petitioner was driving under the influence  

5. Does petitioner claim that he was not lawfully arrested? 

6. Is there any material factual issue other than whether the officer observed the suspect for 

fifteen minutes before administering the breath test? 

7. Was there “continuous observation” of the Petitioner before administration of the breath 

test, as described in Manriquez v. Gourley (2003) 105 Cal.App.4th 1227, 1235-1236, which 

states: 

Giving this language its ordinary meaning, we hold that continuous 

observation for purposes of compliance with regulation 1219.3 does not mean an 

officer must keep his or her eyes focussed on the subject for an uninterrupted 15-

minute period. Observation is not limited to perception by sight; an officer may 

perceive a subject has eaten, drank, smoked, vomited or regurgitated by sound or 

smell and the perception by senses other than sight can be sufficient to comply with 

the regulation. Further, the regulation should be interpreted with reference to its 

purpose, which is to determine whether the test subject has smoked, ingested food 

or drink, or suffered physical symptoms that would adversely affect the test results. 

(See Health & Saf. Code, § 100715 [providing testing of breath samples by law 

enforcement shall be performed in accordance with regulations adopted by the 
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Department of Health].) In our view, uninterrupted eye contact is not necessary (and 

may not always be sufficient by itself) to determine whether the proscribed events 

have occurred, so long as the officer remains present with the subject and able by the 

use of all his or her senses to make that determination. 

8. Are the time entries in the CADS log computer-generated at the exact time of the event in 

question, or are they manually entered by dispatchers, potentially at a later time? 

9. Even if the time between arrival at the jail and the first breath test result was less than fifteen 

minutes, could the officer have observed petitioner for fifteen minutes as defined in 

Manriquez? 

 
 

  

 


